Clicker Questions
In the rumple program do we want a for-loop or a while loop for the input?

A) For-loop because we know we are going to loop until the user enters "rumplestiltskin"
B) For-loop because it is easier.
C) While-loop because that is what we are talking about in class today
D) While-loop because we don't know in advance how many times we will go around the loop.
Will this work as an input loop that reads numbers until the user enters 0?

```python
for x in range(1000):
    num = eval(input("Number: "))
    if num == 0:
        done = True
```

A) Yes  
B) No
Will this work as an input loop that reads numbers until the user enters 0?

```python
iWantMoreInput = True
while iWantMoreInput:
    x = eval(input( "Number: " ))
    if x == 0:
        iWantMoreInput = False
```

A) Yes  
B) No